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<eyebeam><blast> Welcome 
 

• To: eyebeam@list.thing.net@list.thing.net 
• Subject: <eyebeam><blast> Welcome 
• From: Jordan Crandall <crandall@blast.org> 
• Date: Sun, 01 Feb 1998 20:04:55 -0500 
• Reply-To: eyebeam-list@list.thing.net 
• Sender: eyebeam-list@list.thing.net 

 
On behalf of Eyebeam Atelier, the X Art Foundation, and our Forum 
hosts, I would like to welcome everyone to "Artistic Practice in the 
Network."   
 
There are many challenges in structuring a multi-regional dialogue such 
as this one.  We are aiming not for a simple plurality or an 
overarching concert of nations, but for complex local/global 
articulations.  We hope to emphasize how dislocating virtualities -- 
which often seem to compel us to abandon many of the  complications of 
embodiment and place -- work to reposition our relationship to locality 
and history.    
 
At the same time, we hope to emphasize how cultural specificity informs 
the network and its dislocations.  With this in mind, as we proceed, we 
encourage you to weave your local situation into the conversations.  We 
are delighted that you have joined us and we are very much looking 
forward to your participation.    
 .    
-------------------------------------------------------------  
a critical forum for artistic practice in the network texts are the 
property of individual authors to unsubscribe, send email to 
eyebeam@list.thing.net with the following single line in the message 
body: unsubscribe eyebeam-list information and archive at 
http://www.eyebeam.org Eyebeam Atelier/X Art Foundation 
http://www.blast.org 
	  

###	  

• To: eyebeam@list.thing.net@list.thing.net 
• Subject: <eyebeam><blast> Internet, modernisation and net.art 
• From: manovich@ucsd.edu (Lev Manovich) 
• Date: Tue, 3 Feb 1998 10:43:53 -0800 (PST) 
• Reply-To: eyebeam-list@list.thing.net 
• Sender: eyebeam-list@list.thing.net 

 
On the imposibility of "national schools" on net.art  Internet 
functions as an agent of modernization, just as other means of 
communication did before it -- railroad, post, telephone, motor car, 
air travel, radio. Internet is a way for people to enter into a 
singular socio-linguistic space, defined by a certain Euro-English 
vocabulary and the names of stars, by a computer competency, by pop 
music. It is a way for people in different places to enter modernity -- 
the space of homogeneity, of currency exchange shops, of Coca-Cola 
signs, or raves and club cloves, or CDs, of constant youth, itself the 
best symbol for movement and constant change, the symbol for leaving 
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your roots and traditions behind � the space where everything can be 
converted into money signs, just like a computer can convert everything 
into bits.   
 
And this is why we, in the West, should not expect culturally-specific 
Internet art, should not wait for Internet dialects, for some national 
schools of Net art. This simply would be a contradiction in terms. To 
expect diffirent countries to create their own national schools of Net 
art is the same as to expect them to create their own customized brands 
of Coca-Cola. The sole meaning of Coca-Cola, its sole function is that 
it is the same everywhere.   
 
Net is an agent of modernization as well as a perfect metaphor for it. 
It is a post, a telephone, a motor car, plane travel, taken to the 
extreme. Thus, we should not be surprised that a typical Net art 
project, whether it is done in Seattle or Bucharest, in Berlin or in 
Odessa, is about communication itself, is about the Internet. Net art 
projects are materializations of social networks. These projects make 
the networks visible and create them at the same time -- just as raves, 
party cloves and body piercing, CDs and names of music groups, of 
transnational companies, of products. It is a way for young people in 
Oslo and Warsaw, in Belgrad and Glasgow to enter modernity and to 
become its agents for the rest of a society. And just as it would be 
naive (although of course we can immediately recall or imagine some 
serious museum show on the image of a gas station in modern landscape 
painting, and even thick art historical or anthropological monographs 
on the subject) to take seriously "the art of a gas station," the 
category of "Net art" is a logical mistake. So-called Net art projects 
are simply visible manifestations of social, linguistic and 
psychological networks being created or at least made visible by these 
very projects, of people entering the space of modernity, the space 
where old cities pay the price for entering the global economy by 
Disney-fying themselves, where everybody is paying some price: 
exchanging person-to-person communication for virtual communication 
(telephone, fax, Internet); exchanging close groups for distributed 
virtual communities, which more often than not are like train stations, 
with everybody constantly coming and leaving, rather than the cozy 
cafes of the old avant-garde; exchanging decayed but warm interiors for 
shiny, bright but cold surfaces. In short, exchanging the light of a 
candle for a light of an electric bulb, with all the consequences this 
exchange involves.       
------------------------------------------------------------- 
	  

• To: eyebeam@list.thing.net@list.thing.net 
• Subject: Re: <eyebeam><blast> Internet, modernisation and net.art 
• From: Thom Gillespie <thom@copper.ucs.indiana.edu> 
• Date: Wed, 4 Feb 1998 09:50:16 -0500 (EST) 
• In-Reply-To: <v02130501b0fca5c28cd7@[132.239.126.42]> 

 
<Pine.OSF.3.96.980204094159.648A-100000@copper.ucs.indiana.edu> MIME-
Version: 1.0  
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII  
Sender: eyebeam-list@list.thing.net  
Precedence: bulk  
Reply-To: eyebeam-list@list.thing.net   
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On Tue, 3 Feb 1998, Lev Manovich wrote:  > On the imposibility of 
"national schools" on net.art   
 
I think the essence is the same as McLuhan said in 64, "the medium is 
the message" ... and the medium is you and I. Stewart Brand reinterated 
it when he said the content of the WELL and ultimately all online orgs 
is the folks. You can see this with the continued elimination of the 
content-providers from AOL, MSNBC, etc.   
 
Since there aren't national schools in real time these days there won't 
be national schools on net.art but there will be wild regionalists with 
point-of-view probably playing mediaJazz at all hours of the night and 
day.   
 
Thoughts?  --Thom      
------------------------------------------------------------- 
	  

• To: <eyebeam@list.thing.net@list.thing.net> 
• Subject: Re: <eyebeam><blast> Internet, modernisation and net.art 
• From: zonezero <zonezero@mail.internet.com.mx> 
• Date: Wed, 4 Feb 98 12:38:07 -0600 

 
NAA16561  
Sender: eyebeam-list@list.thing.net  
Precedence: bulk  
Reply-To: eyebeam-list@list.thing.net   
 
I find the writing by Lev Manovich quite stirring. To begin with, I 
have to question his metaphor of the CocaCola which at first sight 
appears to fit in perfectly with his argument.  It turns out that 
CocaCola indeed is not the same everywhere, not even the taste. For 
instance Coke in Mexico has a much higher content of sugar than it's 
counterpart in the US. So much so, that there are stores in Los 
Angeles, who "import" Coke <bottled in Mexico> to cater to the coke-
addicts who prefer the Mexican version from "back home".  I would 
imagine this same localisation might be taking place in different parts 
of the world, however the marketing "genius" would have you believe 
that it's the same all over.  If Lev takes a look at the marketing 
manuals of the 500 top Fortune Companies, he will discover how much of 
this so called world homogeneity is not so at all, and how the fortunes 
of such Companies ride on the fact that they acknowledge such 
diversity, not the opposite.   
 
I question the validity of "one size fits all" argument, on or off the 
internet. Any time one is faced with such "totalitarian" ( from 
totality) notions one should be ready to question such assumptions 
because they don't acknowledge our real diversity.   
 
Modernity or not, and in not doing so, we all end up the worse off.   
So I would conclude, quite the opposite from his "on the impossibility 
of national schools" , I say that indeed there will be "national 
schools", and not as Lev suggests a WWW (world wide washout).  That 
such "national schools" are not yet happening, has more to do with the 
unequal levels of technological development through out the world, and 
artistic communities being at the tail end of it all, due to their 
traditional lack of  resources, than any post modernist arguments.  I 
would even go as far as stating the exact opposite from Lev, that it is 
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precisely the internet that will offer the possibility for art to 
create "national schools" as an expressions of diversity, because no 
longer does such art require for them to be seen and to circulate, that 
they travel through the gauntlet of the traditional metropolitan 
centres of dominance.   
 
 
Let's face it, even Euro-Dysney had to adjust their formulas to France, 
even as they offered their traditional dysneyeque vision of fantasy. 
Yes, MacDonalds are selling hamburgers in Mexico, but let us not forget 
that they are also selling tacos ( yes tacos!) in Los Angeles.   
 
Best regards Pedro Meyer      
------------------------------------------------------------- 

• To: eyebeam@list.thing.net@list.thing.net 
• Subject: Re: <eyebeam><blast> Internet, modernisation and net.art 
• From: 404@jodi.org 
• Date: Wed, 4 Feb 1998 22:15:01 +0200 

 
QAA19214 Sender: eyebeam-list@list.thing.net  
Precedence: bulk Reply-To: eyebeam-list@list.thing.net   
 
: manovich@ucsd.edu (Lev Manovich) X-MIME-Autoconverted: from 8bit to 
quoted-printable by ns.thing.net id IAB12258       
 
 On the imposibility of "national schools" on net.art     
 
----------------------------------------------------------------   
Auf Deutsch:       
 
 Auf dem imposibility " der nationalen Schulen " auf net.art 
 
   

Internet Funktionen als Mittel der Modernisierung, gerade         
als andere Kommunikationsmittel taten vor ihm --         
Eisenbahn, Pfosten, Telefon, Automobil, Luftspielraum,         
Radio. Ist eine Weise Internet, damit Leute an einem         
einzigartigen soziologisch-linguistischen Platz         
teilnehmen, definiert durch einen bestimmten         Euro-
Englishwortschatz und die Namen der Sterne, durch         
eine Computerkompetenz, durch Knallmusik. **time-out**         
es sein ein Weise f�r Leute in unterschiedlich Platz zu         
eingeben modernity -- d Platz von Homogenit�t, von         
W�hrung Austausch kaufen, von Coca-Cola Zeichen, oder         
raves und Keule Nelke, oder ds, von konstant Jugend,         
selbst d gut Symbol f�r Bewegung und konstant �nderung,         
d Symbol f�r lassen Ihr Wurzel und Tradition nach - d         
Platz wo alles k�nnen sein umwandeln in Geld Zeichen,         
gerade wie ein Computer k�nnen umwandeln alles in Bit.  

	  

Auf Deutsch: 
	  

Und deshalb sollten wir, im Westen, nicht         
kulturell-spezifische Internet kunst erwarten, sollten         
nicht Internet Dialekte warten, auf einige nationale         
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Schulen der Nettokunst. Dieses einfach w�rde ein         
Widerspruch in den Bezeichnungen sein. diffirent L�nder         
zu erwarten, um ihre eigenen nationalen Schulen der         
Nettokunst herzustellen ist dasselbe hinsichtlich         
erwarten sie, ihre eigenen kundenspezifischen Marken von         
Coca-Cola zu erstellen. Die alleinige Bedeutung von         
Coca-Cola, seine alleinige Funktion ist, da� sie         
dieselbe �berall ist. Netz ist ein Mittel der         
Modernisierung sowie eine vollkommene Metapher f�r es.         
Es ist ein Pfosten, ein Telefon, ein Automobil, der         
Fl�chespielraum, genommen zum �berma�.  

	  

Auf Deutsch: 
	  

So sollten wir nicht �berrascht sein, da� ein typisches         
Nettokunstprojekt, ob es in Seattle oder in Bucharest,         
in Berlin oder in Odessa erfolgt ist, �ber Kommunikation         
selbst ist, sind �ber das Internet. Nettokunstprojekte         
sind materializations der Sozialnetze. Diese Projekte         
bilden die Netze sichtbar und erstellen sie gleichzeitig         
-- gerade als Raves, Beteiligtnelke- und         
K�rperdurchdringen, DS und Namen der Musikgruppen, der         
�bernationalen Firmen, von Produkten. Es ist eine Weise         
f�r junge Leute in Oslo und in Warschau, in Belgrad und         
in Glasgow, modernity zu betreten und seine Mittel f�r         
den Rest einer Gesellschaft zu werden. 
 
 

Auf Deutsch: 
 
 

Und gerade da es naiv (obgleich selbstverst�ndlich wir         
sofort wieder aufrufen k�nnen oder irgendein ernstes         
Museumserscheinen auf dem Bild einer Tankstelle im         
modernen Landschaftsanstrich sich vorzustellen und sogar         
historische oder anthropologische Monographien der         
starken kunst auf dem Thema) sein w�rde " die kunst         
einer Tankstelle ernst zu nehmen, " ist die Kategorie "         
der Nettokunst " ein logischer Fehler. Sogenannte         
Nettokunstprojekte sind einfach sichtbare �usserungen         
von Sozial, die linguistischen und psychologischen         
Netze, die erstellt werden oder mindestens sichtbar         
durch diese Projekte, der Leute gebildet sind, die den         
Platz von modernity, den Platz eintragen, in dem alte         
St�dte den Preis f�r das Eintragen der globalen         
Wirtschaft durch Disney-fying selbst zahlen, wo jeder         
irgendeinen Preis zahlt: Austauschen der          
person-to-person Kommunikation gegen virtuelle         
Kommunikation (Telefon, Telefax, Internet);  

 
 
Auf Deutsch: 
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nahe Gruppen gegen verteilte virtuelle Gemeinschaften, die         
wie meistens Serienstationen sind, wenn jeder st�ndig         
kommend und verl��t, anstatt die cozy Kaffee des alten         
avant-garde austauschen; die gl�nzenden, hellen aber         
kalten Oberfl�chen der verfallenen aber warmen Inneren         
WertSEINS f�r. Kurz gesagt das Licht einer Kerze gegen         
ein Licht einer elektrischen Birne, mit allen         
Konsequenzen austauschend bezieht dieser Austausch mit ein.     
 
 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
	  

En Espa�ol:       
 
En el imposibility de " escuelas nacionales " en net.art 
	  

[etc.]	  

----------------------------------------------------------------   
In Italiano:       
 
Sul imposibility " delle scuole nazionali " su net.art 
	  

En Fran�ais:       
 
Sur l'imposibility " des �coles nationales " sur net.art 
	  

Em Portugu�s:       
 
No imposibility " de escolas nacionais " em net.art 
	  

[etc.]	  

[etc.]	  

 
   New Translation : http://babelfish.altavista.digital.com/cgi-
bin/translate?      
 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
	  

• To: eyebeam-list <eyebeam@list.thing.net@list.thing.net> 
• Subject: Re: <eyebeam><blast> Internet, modernisation and net.art 
• From: blast-agent <agent@blast.org> 
• Date: Thu, 05 Feb 1998 09:10:44 -0500 
• Reply-To: eyebeam-list@list.thing.net 
• Sender: eyebeam-list@list.thing.net 

 
 malgosia askanas <ma@panix.com> wrote:   
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This discussion of access proceeds as if it was just a question of the 
artist having access to the Net.  Isn't there also, and perhaps more 
importantly, a question of audience?  Who is the audience for net art? 
This, too, starts with questions of access, no?  It starts with access, 
but doesn't stay there.    
 
--------------------------------------------    
 
Lev Manovich wrote:   
> And this is why we, in the West, should not expect culturally-
specific   
> Internet art, should not wait for Internet dialects, for some 
national   
> schools of Net art. This simply would be a contradiction in terms. To 
> expect diffirent countries to create their own national schools of 
Net   
> art is the same as to expect them to create their own customized 
brands  
> of Coca-Cola. The sole meaning of Coca-Cola, its sole function is 
that   
> it is the same everywhere.   
 
Ivison Douglas <ivisond@MAGELLAN.UMontreal.CA> wrote:   
 
Actually, Coca-Cola slightly varies from place to place & that is of 
course the case for much of global mass culture: minor, maybe 
superficial, variances.  These inflections are more important than this 
discussion seems to allow.    
 
------------------------------------------------    
 
Alan Myouka Sondheim <sondheim@panix.com> wrote:   
 
I get worried when one talks about _the_ new information network of any 
sort. I get worried when one talks about _artistic practice within this 
network_ - because it seems to me that already totalization, manifesto, 
and foreclosure are setting in. I think there are a panoply of circuits 
and circulations, dispersions all over the place. Look at the way the 
MOOs are dying out say and ThePalace is growing.   
 
Perhaps better to think of communities, say, or even small towns � 
where not everyone might think alike, know everyone, agree with 
everyone, even believe they're in the same space as everyone else. Or 
perhaps a model might be based on psychosis, just as D/G worked through 
schizophrenia.   
 
In some places economics _are_ the deciding factor of course, and in 
others, obscurity. I waver over jodi.org for example - half the time 
I'm enthralled, and half the time I think they're part of the tendency 
to obscure information, mystify.   
 
For what purpose, all of this practice, for whom, for what audiences, 
within what political economy?  With what histories, for that matter/    
----------------------------------------------    
 
{ brad brace } <bbrace@wired.com> posted an excerpt from 
http://switch.sjsu.edu:/web/art.online2/brett.links/conjuring.html  
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"Art as represented on the web, the hundreds of museum, gallery, 
education and working artist sites, serve to conceal that it is art 
practice itself that is dead.   
 
A perhaps more accurate way of positioning art within such an analysis 
is that art is an impotent cultural form living on artificial life 
support through art administration and institutions.   
 
Art in this sense, on the web or in the world, exists to rejuvenate the 
fiction of art. This notion of art as living meaninglessly on 
artificial life support impacts a variety (perhaps a plurality), of 
less theoretical social perspectives.   
 
It would be sad if artists were the last people to either understand or 
accept that this analysis has both enough theoretical validation and 
public support to undercut the cultural impact of almost anything 
called art. If this were the case, there would be no time to escape 
what amounts to a burning house."    
 
-----------------------------------------------    
 
In response to 404@jodi.org�s  "Wlcm" post and Gregpliska@aol.com�s 
reply, morning glory <glory@vibert.demon.co.uk> wrote:   
 
_n th 14th cntry BC t _grt nr Bybls n th cst f Syr, cnfrm scrpt sng 22 
sgns ws dvlpd. Th sgns wr ll  cnsnnts, nd th vwls, whch wr nt wrttn 
dwn, wr sppld  by th rdr.  Glry    
 
--------------------------------------    
 
Jouke Kleerebezem <jouke@xs4all.nl> wrote:   
 
>we should finally scale down our efforts, trim our  
>communications, privilege our servers to just those few whose thoughts 
>will make a difference to us, reconnect, open and close again, open 
and   
>close, privilege, process, open and close, breathe some intelligence 
>into our actions, and see what information looks like from then on.   
 
<tglatz@mosquitonet.com> responded:   
 
Isn't this sort of like the criteria for prime time television, 
educational publications, etc?  Do *we* want information to look like 
that?  May this be a thought that makes a differenz to *us*.    
 
--------------------------------------------  
	  

• To: eyebeam@list.thing.net@list.thing.net 
• Subject: Re: <eyebeam><blast> Internet, modernisation and net.art 
• From: Ellen Fernandez Sacco <esacco@ucla.edu> 
• Date: Thu, 5 Feb 1998 10:36:12 -0800 
• In-Reply-To: <34D9C864.31A9EF2B@blast.org> 
• Reply-To: eyebeam-list@list.thing.net 
• Sender: eyebeam-list@list.thing.net 

 
  >{ brad brace } <bbrace@wired.com> posted an excerpt from 
>http://switch.sjsu.edu:/web/art.online2/brett.links/conjuring.html > 
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>"Art as represented on the web, the hundreds of museum, gallery, 
>education and working artist sites, serve to conceal that it is art 
>practice itself that is dead.  
>  
>A perhaps more accurate way of positioning art within such an analysis 
>is that art is an impotent cultural form living on artificial life 
>support through art administration and institutions.  
>  
>Art in this sense, on the web or in the world, exists to rejuvenate 
the   
>fiction of art. This notion of art as living meaninglessly on 
artificial  
>life support impacts a variety (perhaps a plurality), of less 
>theoretical social perspectives.  
>  
>It would be sad if artists were the last people to either understand 
or   
>accept that this analysis has both enough theoretical validation and 
>public support to undercut the cultural impact of almost anything 
called  
>art. If this were the case, there would be no time to escape what 
>amounts to a burning house."   
 
I think that artists are not among "the last people to either 
understand or accept this analysis" if anything, this viewpoint 
overlooks community based or even individual efforts to use cultural 
forms to sustain identities and expression, in spite of the current 
structures of art administration and  institutions. The thoughts 
expressed in Brace's excerpt are reminiscent of those variously 
heralded "end of"s which seem to occur at moments when a  space becomes 
opened to those usually outside of the system. (afrika.com's posting of 
"e-race" a few days ago, I think relates to this issue) The US has a 
long history of non-governmental support and suspicion for the arts 
that goes back to the nation's founding. It also has a history of 
resistance and circumvention of strictures across a variety of issues- 
the house has been on fire many many times.    
 
Sondheim's question,  
>For what  purpose, all of this practice, for whom, for what 
audiences,within what political economy?  
 
With what histories, for that matter/ gets to the issues that will have 
to be rethought constantly in the face of totalization, manifesto and 
foreclosure brought on by the pressures of the global marketplace that 
diversifies constantly. The relationship of artmaking/cultural 
practices to self determination is only obscured further by focusing on 
too big a picture (art as impotent cultural forms in the culture 
warehouses of the world, getting lost in the definition of what "art" 
is), but I don't want to wax utopic either. Pathologizing metaphors for 
models of working through culture presents the risk of creating new 
binarisms, new us/them models. How time gets represented in regard to 
all of this (the location and positioning of 'art') is important to 
consider.         
 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
	  

• To: eyebeam-list <eyebeam@list.thing.net@list.thing.net> 
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• Subject: Re: <eyebeam><blast> Internet, modernisation and net.art 
• From: blast-agent <agent@blast.org> 
• Date: Fri, 06 Feb 1998 09:42:24 -0500 
• Reply-To: eyebeam-list@list.thing.net 
• Sender: eyebeam-list@list.thing.net 

 
  Simon Biggs <simon@babar.demon.co.uk> writes:   
 
In reference to Lev Manovich's piece...   
 
Whilst I think a lot of what Lev has said is interesting and partially 
true I feel he is missing one of the most important factors regarding 
the net, perhaps because as yet the Net isn't as international in its 
image as we would all like to think (it is still largely dominated by 
the wealthy populations of the USA and similar countries). Lev mentions 
that the Net is a modernising influence (note his use of American 
spelling of this word - with which I feel very uncomfortable - and my 
use of the English form). I really wonder what he means by 
modernisation? Over the past twenty years or so this word, and all its 
attendant associations, "modern" has become deeply problematic. Is Lev 
aware of this, and how his argument simply deconstructs due to this? 
Language is terribly important, let there be no doubt, as we will 
see...   
 
The Net began as an almost strictly language based medium. I am not 
refering to the binary systems that underly it, or the ASCI conventions 
on top of that. I am refering to 'natural language', the spoken/written 
word.  
 
Bandwidth has always been, and will remain for sometime, one of the 
determining factors in the nature of the Net. Due to this the written 
word has been, and still is, dominant amongst the media diffused across 
the Net. One of the most interesting factors in language is its 
regional differences and cultural peculiarities. The French are very 
different to the English, in large part due to the differences between 
their languages. Language functions to both communicate and to encode 
the status quo. Of course languages evolve, some more quickly than 
others, but as the European experience shows, languages (and the 
differences they encode) are quite resilient...the more so the more 
open they are to change.   
 
Language is one of the great cultural specifiers, one of the main 
forces of difference on our planet. My feeling is that so long as the 
Internet remains a language dominated medium, and the more the the 
Internet is internationalised and thus becomes available to various 
linguistic groups, then the more the Internet will tend to fragment and 
thus possibilities for linguistic/cultural difference be enhanced.   
 
An example is to do a search on French language websites. You will find 
there are now many. For years there were few (the French had their own 
internal network, Minitel, which slowed French usage of the Internet) 
but now the French are embracing the Net. Rather than the emergence of 
'internationalist' websites originating in France but written in 
English or Franglais we find that most of these sites are in French, 
and determined in their address to French socio-linguistic space.   
 
Strangely, I get the feeling that in the world of art this is rather 
less the case than in other cultural areas. Possibly the main factor 
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for this is the dominance of the Dollar in international art markets 
(and New York and London in the making of the art star system) and 
thus, rather ironically, art is a force against local cultural 
differentiation. But this end of the art world, the end represented by 
magazines such as Art Forum or Flash Art, by institutions such as MOMA, 
is only a small part of the world's artistic cultures. 
	  
It is very possible, although I am not saying it is probable, as it is 
too early to say, that the Net will lead to an accelerated localisation 
of creative activity in relation to socio-linguistic space. If this 
happens, then whether this might occur in contra-distinction to the 
international art market, or whether it will actually have an impact on 
that market, will remain to be seen.   
 
I am not arguing that we are not in a process of cultural 
globalisation. It is patently clear that we are, and that this process 
features a disproportionate usage of the English language and American 
iconography (probably the second most common media on the Net, after 
the written word, is the 'icon'). But it is clear that as a dynamic 
this is not a single mono-directional process, but highly complex with 
many divergences. I would expect this to be reflected in one of the 
most international (but not necessarily globalising) of all 
communications media.   
 
The primary dynamic against cultural specificity in the artistic use of 
the Internet is not the Net itself but the belief amongst so many 
artists that to be successful they have to operate internationally, and 
that their eyes must be firmly fixed on the classic objectives and 
signifiers of international artistic success. Sadly, it is the lowest 
of human drives...to collect fame, wealth and power...that seems to 
dominate the macro-issues of international art practice (we have all 
been appropriated by the forces of Capital). On the Internet we simply 
see this replicated, and thus a map of our subject (cultural 
specificity in an international arena) is there for all of us to study. 
However, I will be interested to see how the Net evolves culturally and 
linguistically over the next few years, not so much in its use by 
artists (I feel we are too corrupted in the manner I have just 
mentioned to be able to represent what we have set ourselves to speak 
about here), but in terms of Net usage by other important cultural 
groups whose interests are more particular to specific socio-cultural 
millieu (eg: local politics, small business, education, etc).   
 
If the Net does become the egalitarian medium that many expect it to 
then groups such as these will come to represent a large proportion of 
its usage, and have an equally determining impact on the look and feel 
of the medium. 
	  
So, our question should not be whether 'national schools' of Net art 
will emerge. In a sense this is an irrelevant question, an issue that 
will cause us to take our eyes off what is actually far more important 
in both cultural formation and in the measure of difference. Rather, we 
should be looking at the nature of general Net usage.   
 
Why should atists be so concerned with questions of art? Is it that art 
has become so hermetic it is left only with its own image to 
contemplate? I hope not! One of the reasons I have personally been 
involved with the use of technology in art, and of the Internet in 
particular, is that this allows the artist to transcend the limited and 
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mumified discourses that have dominated mainstream international 
contemporary art for so long, not particularly because the technology 
allows local socio-cultural issues to dominate (although it might 
actually facilitate this, as I have argued it might above) but because 
by working with media that have emerged from outside those mainstream 
art discourses then as an artist one ipso facto becomes involved with 
these other ways of speaking, these other ways of seeing.   
 
It is my belief that it is in the synergy and synthesis of difference 
that new things actually emerge. The new media, and particularly the 
computer as an information storage, processing and communications 
device, have functioned to enhance this process of synthesis. In this 
sense Lev is absolutely correct...that computers, transportation 
technologies, etc, have all led to an increase in this dynamic. Where 
he is wrong is in assuming that this is automatically "modernising" 
(whatever "modernising" might mean?) or globalising.   
 
In the end though, time will tell...   
 
Simon Biggs  
London GB    
 
--------------------------------------------- 
 
Susanna Paasonen <suspaa@utu.fi> writes:   
 
Well do we need national schools of net art? Led by great talents of 
dictatorial artists likening those of the canonized male auteurs of 
cinema, who have the vision needed for making "real" art on the web? 
And who is this "we", anyway?   
 
Those taking too seriously Richard Barbrooks' ideas of "digital 
artesans" might be seduced by the idea of masters and apprentices 
neatly tinkering in their workshops, producing net art with that 
precious national difference... masters leading the way, apprentices 
with timid smile on their lips following in his footsteps.   
 
As if the net was not loaded enough with nationalist angendas without 
artist practices trying to conform into ones as well... for national is 
hardly synonymous with heterogenous, or with cultural differences 
(plural).   
 
While discussing skills in net art, are we discussing technical skills, 
or issues of content, skills in networking? Are we assuming the web 
artist to be someone self-contained in his skills, independent in his 
mastery of the medium, an Artist in the romantic sense - or, good lord, 
a networker, capable of co-operation... at large from the lonely 
atelier?   
 
People doing net projects carry with them different aesthetics, 
politics, conceptual worlds, cultural backgrounds... and networks are 
built across national borders, between different people. This is a far 
cry from an actually "global" community in any real sense, but I would 
not call it all Coca-cola either.   
 
To me, all net (art) projects do not look the same. The claim makes as 
much sense as saying "all television looks the same; that darn rayon 
tube", or, "those engravings, just the same paper and ink!" There is 
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not just one neat master narrative to make about the net, net art, or 
the "depth" of it.   
 
In stead of conceptualizing the net as a flux (of modernity) effacing 
cultural differences or commodifying them, as I understood mr. Manovich 
doing, one might consider it a possible space for, of, differences, not 
the least for those articulated separate from nationalist frameworks.   
 
/////MacLuhan resurrected, pointing his blaming rigid finger at the 
medium, does get attention. But it just might be that dead people don't 
see all that well.   
 
best,  
Susanna    
----------------------------------------- 
Damian Toro <yrkaw@yahoo.com> writes:   
 
To relate Art (national art... or whatever...) with Coca-cola is like 
to compare fire with water. Art by the Net can not be an industry, 
because the capacity to "create" belongs to every and anyone. 
Consequently no one has a monopoly. The Internet is only a medium to 
make REAL the language (Not only VIRTUAL, and/or Fictional). This 
reality reflects not a comercial matter; the definition of Art makes 
this logic... When Art has not definition is not possible to find any 
kind of solid conceptualization of the "subject" Art.   
 
By the Internet, this "subject" does not exist as a estilistic 
intention, or as a theoretical project. The non space that remains 
in/on the cyberspace can be another form to understand, not what Art 
is, but what Art is not.   
 
There are no limits if everything anything and nothing can be or 
already is Art. Does not matter what is "Art" is in this case, or 
yes?...    
 
-------------------------------------------  
malgosia askanas <ma@panix.com> wrote:   
 
> This discussion of access proceeds as if it was just a question of 
the   
> artist having access to the Net.  Isn't there also, and perhaps more 
> importantly, a question of audience?  Who is the audience for net 
art?   
> This, too, starts with questions of access, no?  It starts with 
access,  
> but doesn't stay there.   
 
Udo Noll <un@dom.de> writes:   
 
more specific, I think the techical quality & quantity of access is 
underestimated. It makes a difference if you have to dial in and keep 
the phone bill in mind or if you are connected via a T1 or similar. Our 
'equator'-project (@ http://king.dom.de/)  is now up and running for 
nearly  a year. The feedback is significant: some spent a lot of time 
(and probably money) to  investigate its 1000+ nodes, and these users 
like it as something  related to themselves. Others refuse to get 
closer because the site doesn't  give an overview where they can get it 
immedialtly. I guess that only few  really look at all the sites out 
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there. A question of time, money, speed...  but with an influence on 
the perception of these projects. udo   
 
// /me: core media exp // http://king.dom.de/ //    
 
-----------------------------------------------   
<hergueta@goofy.zdv.Uni-Mainz.de> writes:   
 
>>via cybordelicsbot compiler  
 
> >yuuk initial 'poetic stroll' seems soon lost in politics  
>gibberishm 
>qficksand -- not qn unusual but still an cnhjspy sigyt  
<unnhr  
>the bpavement 
> these days.  
 
>Jouke Klybrhbezem Amsterdam > >~ > 
--------------------------------------------  
Poetic st initic soon poeticksand    
your initicksand   
your in lost initicksand   
your in politics gibberish  
quic seems st in poetial 'poetial 'poetial 'politics soon lost initics 
gibberish quic st in lost initic stroll' seems gibberish quicksand  
your in lostroll' soon politic seems gibberish quic strolitics 
gibberish quics stroll' seems seems gibberish quic soon politial 'poll' 
soon lostrolitial 'poetics seems gibberish quicksand  your in lostroll' 
soon politics seems stroll' seems gibberish quicksand  your in politics 
gibberish  
quics seems st in lost in lostroll' seems seems st initic seems soon 
lostroll' st in poetics seems gibberish  
quics gibberish quic stroll' seems soon politics gibberish  
quics gibberish quicksand   
  your in lostroll' seems soon lost initic soon lostroll' seems 
gibberish   
 
quicksand   
 your in poetics gibberish   
 
>--------------------------------------------   
# no data/#removed bad words#[CHOOSE ONE:  ironic/absurd/rather 
disgusting]    
------------------------------------------------ 
Adnan Ashraf <adnan.ashraf@bender.com> writes:   
 
this posting is removed (request by the author)    
 
-------------------------------------------------------------  
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